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ABSTRACT

TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS AND ITS LIMITATIONS FOR SAMPLED
IMAGING SYSTEMS
Fehrenbach, Kenneth J.
University of Dayton, 1992

Advisor: Dr. Mohammad A. Karim
Since the introduction of the Fourier transform, the transfer function

has been the most useful tool for analyzing a (linear) system’s behavior. The
approach is especially appealing the more complex the system becomes,
allowing the smaller subsystems to be modeled separately, then joined in
cascade to form one composite function.

Optical systems are no exception.

Aside from linearity, however, shift-invariance also precludes the explicit use
of transfer functions. Unfortunately, sampling-a necessary operation in most

imaging systems-inherently violates this latter condition, giving rise to a

variable "random" response.

Accordingly, transfer function concepts are

merged with sampling theory to form a model (with restrictions) making the

sampling unit amenable to system optical and modulation transfer function

analyses. The results are valuable for assessing minimum, maximum, and
expected performance of the overall system.

Finally, the popular charge-

coupled device is reviewed and examined in the context of the developed model.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Any practical imaging system requires some kind of device to pick up
the visual information for display, storage, or further processing. The eye is
a common example, with its adjustable shutter opening (pupil) and "auto-focus"

lens, which direct the light to the retina. At this point the scene is sampled

in both time and space by millions of tiny detectors (rods and cones),
converting the optical signal into electro-chemical information for the brain to

decipher. Other simpler devices include film, Vidicon tubes, and solid-state
sensors. The sampling process is prone to abasing unless the image satisfies

the Nyquist criterion. In layman’s terms, if the image changes too "rapidly",
beyond the resolution capabilities of the device, certain "spurious" artifacts will

result. For example, when viewing a pattern of closely spaced fine lines, the

eye sometimes picks up another series of mysterious thicker lines superim

posed on these (the so-called Moire effect). Another frequent occurrence is a
quickly revolving wheel that appears to be rotating slowly in the opposite
direction. Such everyday problems, posed here to spawn the interest of the

reader, are possible in any system involving sampling.
Sampling can be modeled in a mathematically tractable way using basic

1
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linear systems theory. However, sampling does not fall into the important

subclass of linear invariant systems. Invariance (time or space) precludes the
use of transfer function theory, an invaluable tool for engineers, in evaluating

electrical or optical systems. In such systems, no matter how complex, the
overall transfer function can be obtained by simple multiplication of the more

easily computed transfer functions of the individual components. Thus, there
is an immediate advantage and need to develop a model involving the sampling

unit that somehow makes the entire optical system amenable to transfer
function analysis. In particular, the modulation transfer function (MTF), is

sought, to conform with conventional optical literature as a reliable figure of

merit in evaluating system fidelity. This paper is a follow-up to two similar
ventures performed at the University of Dayton in the past few years [1, 2].

The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapters II and III review the
basic theoretical background of linear optical systems. Chapter II goes to the

mathematical roots of space-variance and its effects on transfer function use
and ideal sampling. Chapter III is a quick survey of the optical terminology

pertaining to transfer function analysis. Some of the information may seem
overly trivial but is given purely for completeness. It is this author’s opinion

that a solid understanding of the basics, rather than skimming straight to-and
accepting--the results, is crucial. Chapter IV is the heart of the thesis. It goes
on to develop the more comprehensive theory of real image sampling and

addresses in full force the transfer function approach, with its limitations. The
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final product is a general methodology which produces MTF curves1 for any
specified image sampling system. Chapter V then directs the analysis toward

charge-coupled devices, the most common detectors in electro-optical imaging
systems. Included is a sufficient review of the underlying physics, the actual

architectures, and some real-life noise factors. Here, and throughout the entire
paper where appropriate, many of the mathematical intracacies will be
overlooked in favor of (or accompanied with) more meaningful heuristic

explanations. Finally, Chapter VI discusses some experimental implications
of the model and gives concluding remarks.

fIn particular, minimum, maximum, and expected performance curves.

CHAPTER II

LINEAR SYSTEMS AND SPATIAL SAMPLING CONCEPTS

Section A: Comprehensive Review of Linear Systems
The most important property used in engineering when characterizing
signals and systems is linearity. When this premise is appropriately applied,

systems are easily analyzed in a mathematically rigorous way. In short, many

physical phenomena share this basic property that their response to several

simultaneous stimuli is equal to the sum of the responses that each one would
have produced by itself. More concisely, they satisfy the principle of superposi

tion. To be perfectly general, a system is defined to be anything that can be

described as a mapping of a set of input functions into a set of output

functions. For imaging systems, as an example, the inputs and outputs might
be real-valued (intensity) or complex (field amplitude) functions of a two-

dimensional independent variable (space).

Accordingly, the mathematical linear operator, ££{•}, is introduced to act
on input functions f(x,y) to produce output functions g(x,y). A system is then

classified as linear if it satisfies the following superposition principle for all
inputs fx and f2, outputs g2 and g2, and arbitrary constants a and b:

4
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= fl£2{/i(x,y)) + i££{f2(x^)} =

+ feg2(x,y)

(D

One immediate advantage afforded by linearity is the possibility of

expressing the response of a system to an arbitrary input in terms of the

responses to certain "elementary" functions into which the input has been

decomposed [3]. The powerful Fourier transform, which will be discussed later,
is one such useful approach. For now, the simplest means of decomposing an
input is given as

7(x,y) - /

This is the so-called sifting property of the 8 function; it may be regarded as
expressing f as a linear combination of weighted and displaced 8 functions (the

elementary functions here).

To find the response of a general linear system to the input f, i.e.,
Sf{f(x,y)}, Eqs. (1) and (2) are invoked and simplified to yield:

OB
S(x,y) = yj/(a,p)se{d(x-a,y-p)}dodp

(3)

where f(a,P) has been regarded as simply a weighting factor applied to the
elementary function 8(x-a,y-P). Finally, the symbol h(x,y;a,P) is assigned to

denote the response of the system at (x,y) to a 8 input at (a,p), that is,

6

h(x,y;<x,P) = £{8(x-a,y-p)}

w

The function h is called the system impulse response, or equivalently, the point

spread function (PSF), a term motivated by the physical influence of h in Eq.
(4) spreading the ideal 8 "point".

Inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) the linear

system is now described by

OB

g(w) - /

<5)

—OB

This expression, the superposition integral, is characteristic of a general
two-dimensional linear system. It shows the useful input-output relationship

of the system and demonstrates the key fact that the system’s traits are fully
contained within its impulse response.

Physically speaking, for a linear

imaging system, the effects of imaging elements can be completely determined

by knowledge of the outputs (images) of point sources at all possible locations
throughout the input (object) field.

As shown above with the basic 8 function, for linear systems it is often
desirable to decompose a complicated input into a number of simple inputs, so

that superposition can be invoked to calculate the system’s total response from
each of these elementary inputs. The most famous and physically meaningful

operator used in electrical and optical engineering is the Fourier transform,

defined by

7

(6)

-»
Similarly, the inverse Fourier transform is given by
oa

^'-1{F(m,v)} = /(x,y) =

ffFMc&^'dxdy

(7)

—o>

Note that the transform as defined above is a complex-valued function of two
independent variables u and v, referred to as (spatial) frequencies, due to the

complex exponential’s relation to sinusoids (Euler’s identity):

e*2”" = cos(2rcux) + /siii(27iux)

(8)

Likewise, the inverse transform, in general also complex, is a function of the

two physical coordinates x and y. Clearly, in order for the Fourier integral to
exist, it must satisfy such mathematical laws as absolute integrability and
limited discontinuities and extrema in any finite area in the x-y plane [3].
From Eq. (7), it can be seen that ^"1 is a decomposition of f into a linear

combination (i.e., an integral) of the elementary complex exponential functions
exp[j2rc(ux+vy)]. The complex number F is the weighting factor that must be

applied to the elementary functions of frequencies u and v in order to

synthesize f.
The usefulness of the Fourier transform may not be obvious from the

above relations, but consider the following mathematical motivation. It can be
shown that, for a real linear system with constant coefficients (meaning the
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system is invariant—to be discussed in next section) described in vector-matrix
notation by g=Af, the eigenfunctions (i.e., eigenvectors of A) are the same

complex exponentials as above. Furthermore, they form an orthonormal basis

set. Combined with the Fourier decomposition of the input f, passing through
the linear system A, the output g is easily evaluated, since A and f have the

same bases; orthogonality (hence, linear independence) of these functions
makes the solution simple.

Also, as mentioned previously, the concept of

frequency makes the entire analysis physically meaningful.

Section B: Space-Invariance

The most important subclass of two-dimensional linear systems is space-

invariant (also called shift-invariant or isoplanatic) systems. By definition, a
system is said to be space-invariant if its impulse response h(x,y;a,p) depends

only on the distances (x-a) and fy-0), i.e., h(x,y;a,(B) = h(x-a,y-(3). In words, this

means that the image of a point-source object changes only in location while
retaining the same shape as the point source explores the object field. In the

following section it will be shown that sampling does not satisfy this criterion.
How this invariance simplifies system analysis in both the space and frequency

(Fourier) domains is as follows. First note that the superposition integral (Eq.
(5)) becomes

g(x,y) = f ffia,p)h(x-a,y-p)dadp

(9)

9

which is recognized as the two-dimensional convolution of the input function
with the system impulse response function. This is more compactly written as
g(xj) = fe,y) * h(x,y)

(10)

where the asterisk denotes the convolution operation.

The mathematical attractiveness of isoplanatic systems becomes evident
when the convolution theorem is invoked to yield
« MW)} - G(«,v) - FWH(u,v-)

(ID

where H(u,v) is the Fourier transform of the impulse response h(x,y). Thus,

the system transfer function H indicates the behavior of the system in the socalled frequency domain.

As hinted on in the previous section, transforma

tion to this domain can greatly simplify the analysis of the system. Instead of

performing the usually tedious convolution per Eq. (9), the system output to

an arbitrary input can be found by simple multiplication of the input transform
(also called spectrum) and transfer function, followed by an inverse transfor
mation.
Recall, this whole procedure was facilitated by the decomposition of the

functions into the orthonormal, elementary bases functions (i.e., the complex

exponentials of spatial frequencies (u,v)). So, for the very special case of shiftinvariant systems only, Eq. (11) is valid, taking into account the effects of the

system at each frequency (point-by-point multiplication). Since H(u,v) is in
general a complex factor, these effects are seen as amplitude variations and/or

10

phase shifts. Inverse transformation then resynthesizes the modified signal
output back into spatial coordinates.

Keep in mind that all of the above

simplications are based on the assumption of isoplanatism. Transfer function
theory can only be applied to this restricted class of linear systems.

Section C: Basic Sampling Theory

In order to understand the intricacies of modem image sampling

systems, it is important to review the basics of ideal sampling.

It is often

desirable to discretize a continuous image for processing on a computer and/or
viewing purposes. So the input f(x,y) is put through a system which takes on
its values only at discrete points in the x-y plane, given mathematically by
«

=

«■
L «(x-»A,,y-mA,)

(12)

This process is shown pictorially in Figure 1, where the sampled function fB is

an array of 8 functions, spaced at intervals of \ and \ respectively along the
x and y directions, under which the area is given by the value of the continu
ous function f at that point in the lattice.

Figure 2 illustrates the afore

mentioned inherent space-varying property of sampling for a simple binary

image, as the sampled output from the image and the slightly shifted image
obviously differ. This issue will be addressed in greater detail in Chapter IV.

The interesting effects of the sampling operation are better seen in the

11

Figure 1. 2-D Sampling Function.

frequency domain. Upon Fourier transformation of Eq. (12), the sampled spec
trum takes the form

F(u,v) = F(u,v) *

n

m

,v-----£ £» u-----A
A
A XA y „=-<■ m=-<a

*

(13)

y/

where it is evident that the spectrum is the same spectrum as that of the origi
nal function (i.e., F) repeated at multiples of the sampling frequencies 1/AX and
1/Ay. Some important fundamental principles arise from this process. First,

as the example in Figure 3 testifies, the spectrum of the sampled object must
be bandlimited, that is, nonzero over a certain finite range of frequencies, in

12

Figure 2. Illustration of space-variant nature of sampling for (a) original
and (b) shifted image.

order to avoid overlap of adjacent spectra. This phenomenon, called aliasing,
is unique to sampling.

More specifically, the maximum allowable input

frequencies (each direction) are given by the Nyquist frequencies of the samp

ler:

B z —
x
2A

(14)

An image satisfying this criterion can be perfectly recovered (after it has been

discretized) by an ideal low-pass filter with cut-off frequencies within the range

given in Eq. (14), thus, passing only the (n=0, m=0) term of Fs. The transfer
function of this reconstruction filter is given by the two-dimensional rect

13

F/K.V)
4

Figure 3. Sampled spectrum for bandlimited image.
function (see Figure 4):

/ «
v
H(u,v) = rec•fi----- »------

K

(15)

2By)

When multiplied by Fa, with Eq. (14) obeyed, the original spectrum is

recovered:

tf(a,v)F(u,v) = F(«,v)

(16)

In the spatial domain, the discrete samples are convolved with the transform

of Eq. (15), a two dimensional sine function, which effectively "interpolates"
between each sampled value to recover the exact continuous function.

14

V

Figure 4. Reconstruction of bandlimited image.

Intuitively what this sampling and reconstruction sequence means is the
following. The samples should be taken sufficiently close together, so that the

sampled data are an accurate representation of the original function.
Interpolation between samples is then achievable, with considerable accuracy,

the closer the conditions of Eqs. (14) and (15) are reached. These are of course

idealizations which can never be exactly achieved. First, a physical signal is

15

never bandlimited; this would imply an infinitely large object.

So some

aliasing is always present, as in the previous case in Figure 2 where the space-

variant nature of sampling was discovered.

Section B of this chapter

highlighted the fact that these types of systems are not amenable to transfer
function analysis. Also, having the sampling lattice extend to infinity in both

directions is physically impossible; it is written for mathematical simplicity
and its effect1 is negligible for large arrays, so it will not be investigated

further. Finally, a perfectly sharp filter (Eq. (15)) is never realizable; there

will always be some roll-off, which will allow some of first replication to pass
through (Figure 4), manifesting itself as undesirable high-frequency "ringing"

in the final output. Some of these nonideal factors, applied to actual sampling
sensors, will be examined thoroughly in the subsequent chapters.

fIf the indices n and m only range to finite values, say ±N and ±M respectively,
this effectively multiplies Eq. (12) by a large rectangular window. In the
frequency domain, the entire spectrum (Eq. (13)) is convolved with a very
narrow 2-D sine function, resulting in a small amount of spectral leakage.

CHAPTER in

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL SYSTEMS

Before moving to the principal topic of this paper, namely image
sampling, it is important to review the pertinent terminology for general

(continuous) optical imaging systems. All of the results outlined are based on
a fundamental assumption which makes the systems easier to evaluate. The

system will be assumed to be diffraction-limited, that is, aberrations will be
considered negligible. Technically this means that a diverging spherical wave,
emanating from any point-source object, is converted by the system into a

perfectly converging spherical wave, forming an ideal-point in the image plane.
Aberrations may come from atmospheric effects, for example, and have been

shown to lead to defects in the system’s spatial frequency response [3].
Given the two-dimensional spatial wave nature of light, a couple of

significant factors come into play for imaging systems as opposed to electrical
systems, for example. Electrical networks are on such a small scale compared

with the wavelengths (order of a meter and above) of the signals they process
that the spatial effects are negligible. On these scales time is the important

parameter to consider in Maxwell’s equations, which is why basic circuits are
analyzed as one-dimensional functions of time. For optical systems, however,

16
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the wavelengths involved are so small (nanometers) that their spatial extent

cannot be ignored.

Effects such as diffraction and interference become

significant, and it is the spatial response of the system that is crucial (x-y
space in Maxwell’s equations). Hence, optical systems are analyzed with two-

dimensional functions in space. In general, the response in time must also be

considered, especially for e/ecfro-optical (e.g., imaging arrays) systems; this is
usually attempted separately from the spatial response, but is not always
possible [4]. This so-called spatiotemporal response will be encountered in
Chapter IV when a moving object is considered.

Accordingly, there are two types of generic imaging systems which will
be considered here: spatially coherent and spatially incoherent. In coherent
illumination, the phasor amplitudes at all objects points vary in unison; thus,

while any two points may have different relative phases, their absolute phases
are varying in time in identical fashions. In contrast, for incoherent illumina

tion the complex amplitudes at each point vary randomly, essentially canceling
out the phase.

Thus, a coherent system must be analyzed on a complex-

amplitude basis (it is linear in amplitude) since it contains phase information.

For an incoherent system, the impulse responses in the image plane vary in
statistically independent fashions, so they must be added on a power or

intensity basis (it is linear in intensity). Note also, then, that this impulse
response of the intensity mapping is proportional to the magnitude squared of

the coherent impulse response. If the reader is not familiar with the above
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heuristic explanation, or for more detail, consult Chapter 6 in Goodman [3].
The following sections outline the frequency domain analysis for both types of

systems.

Section A: Coherent Transfer Function
As mentioned above, a coherent imaging system is linear in complex

field amplitude. Thus, if the intensity mapping (highly nonlinear here) is of

concern, as is often the case, frequency analysis concepts must first be applied
to the linear amplitude mapping. The implications of this will be highlighted

in Section B.

Anyway, bypassing the rigorous mathematics of Fraunhofer

diffraction and geometrical optics, the coherent system response is given by the

following convolution:

ffay) = f/Kx-xoty-y^fo{xg,y^dx0dy0

(17)

where h is the (space-invariant) PSF, and f0 and f" are the system object and

image amplitudes, respectively. Accordingly, transfer function concepts can be
directly applied to yield

F/«,v) = 7Z(u,v)F0(u,v)

(18)

where, as before, Fo and Fj are the object and image Fourier spectra, and H is
referred to as the coherent transfer function (CTF).

Finally, if the image intensity is be observed or recorded, the squared

19

modulus of Eq. (17) is taken to compactly give

A(x,y) = |A(x,y) */o(x,y)|2
where

(19)

is the intensity. The frequency spectrum of the image intensity is

then given as

* tf’(u,v)F0’(u,v)

(20)

Section B: Optical Transfer Function
Imaging systems that use incoherent illumination (e.g., ambient light)

are known to obey the intensity convolution integral:

(21)

ifay) = //

where, as before, h is the system PSF, and Io and

are the input and output

intensities, respectively. In the frequency domain this becomes

I^v) = OTF(u,v)Io(u,v)

The new parameter, the optical transfer function (OTF), is defined as

(22)
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f f ^(x^^e^^daiy
(23)

OTF(u,v) =

(J\h^M2dxdy

where it is observed that this expression has been normalized by it DC value,

or zero-frequency component. In optics, this normalization is done so that the
function may be viewed on a visually appealing contrast basis. That is, since

intensity is always positive, an illuminated object always has a DC component,
or constant background, present. Normalizing by this ever-present background

eliminates the dependency on it and makes the OTF a function of only the now
relative intensities of the other information-carrying parts of the image. The
object and image spectra are normalized similarly.

The relationship between coherent and incoherent imaging systems now

needs to be investigated. This can be critical when characterizing and testing
a system, depending on the type of illumination available and the physical
quantity to be observed.

Thus, comparing the above results for the two

systems, it is apparent that

(24)

which may be written as

21

(25)

OTF(u,v) =
H(u,v) *H'(u,v)|^

The corresponding frequency spectrum (ignoring normalization factor) for the

incoherent case is given by

rUfcy)} = [ff(u,v) * H’(«,v)][F0(«,v) * F/(«,v)]

(26)

which can be compared directly with Eq. (20) for the coherent output.

In general, the two cases can differ significantly. For example, consider
an ideal lowpass system with cutoff

whose input amplitude transmittance

is a cosine within the passband, as shown in Figure 5 [3]. Clearly, the output

intensity contrast is much lower for the incoherent system. On the other hand,
there are cases when incoherent imaging is superior.

Consider the same

system with object transmittance as the modulus of the previous example; the

incoherent system produces the same output (object intensity same), whereas

coherent illumination will show no variations in the image intensity (object
spectrum completely outside passband).

In conclusion, either type of

illumination may be better, depending on the particular system and the type

of object to be imaged. Accordingly, a system designer/tester must be aware
of his methods and the corresponding consequences illustrated above.
As a side note, one particular input will yield identical results for either

system. Obviously, a hypothetical point-source object gives identical responses
for both the coherent (Eq. (20)) and incoherent (Eq. (22)) cases, since
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Coherent

Incoherent

f

F*F

Figure 5. Comparison of (a) coherent and (b) incoherent imaging systems
for object with intensity transmittance COS2JU10X.

|6 * h\2 = h2 = |6|2 * |A|2

&7>

This would indeed be true for the previous example, where the output for both
systems will look like the spectrum in Figure 5(b) (middle sketch). In reality,

however, both cases are coherent; incoherent illumination reduces to coherent

when the light appears to originate at a single point [3], i.e., ^{PSF} = CTF =

OTF.
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Section C: Modulation Transfer Function

The most popular parameter used for optical system design purposes is

the modulation transfer function (MTF). This is the name which has been
assigned to the incoherent magnitude response, or the modulus of the OTF, of

the system. Since in many optical systems the phase responses (phase transfer
function or PTF) of the various components are assumed to cancel out, it is

only the MTF, or intensity modulation, that is of concern. Thus, the MTF is
usually a good first indication of system resolution transmittance for many

optical systems. Furthermore, supposing each component of the system has
its own MTF, the composite MTF of the entire system is the simple point-by

point real product of each of these individual MTFs. This is again a byproduct

of the linearity and space-invariance properties discussed in Chapter II.
An alternate definition of MTF is given in terms of the output contrast
over the input contrast of an imaged object, where (intensity) contrast is
defined by

Ana*

m =

7

mar

and In,^ and

Anin

(28)

+1
.
min

are the maximum and minimum intensity values, respectively.

This ratio can be taken for intensity patterns of any given spatial frequency

to find the MTF at that frequency. Thus, the maximum value of MTF is 1 (no
loss of contrast) and the minimum is 0 (total loss of contrast). Just as before,

when the functions where normalized about the DC component (background),
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this definition is a purely relative measure.
In summary, the MTF indicates how much of the original contrast in an

object is lost as it is viewed through an imaging system. The contrast present

in an image is what carries the visual information, so MTF is a very relevant
parameter and useful tool for optical system designers.

Due to its wide

acceptance in the optical community, special attention will be given to MTF
analysis, employing both of the schemes outlined above.

Particularly, an

attempt will be made to apply these popular concepts to sampled imaging

systems.

CHAPTER IV

TRANSFER FUNCTION METHODS FOR SAMPLED IMAGING SYSTEMS

The previous chapters have been devoted to introducing the simple, yet
necessary, background terminology and theory for the subsequent extension of

transfer function theory to include sampling.

Clearly, sampling is a vital

feature in many of today’s image forming systems and image processing

techniques. As pointed out in Chapter I, most electro-optical systems require
somewhere along the line a scene to be sampled in one or two directions for

viewing or processing purposes. In Chapter II it was emphasized that, due to

the inherent space-variance caused by unavoidable residual aliasing in the
sampling process, transfer function analyses are not applicable, at least by the
conventional standards. With this motivation, the following sections will take
a close look at the aliasing and isoplanatism phenomena and attempt to
quantify the effects, so that the transfer function techniques are useful for

designers of imaging systems.

In particular, MTF analysis, due to its

aforementioned popularity, will be explored with the greatest rigor.
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Section A: Real Image Sampling-Linear Systems Formulation
Section C in Chapter II outlined the two-dimensional ideal sampling

process.

Of course, ideal sampling is physically impossible due to the

infinitesimal spatial extent of the 8 functions. In reality, the image must first
be integrated over a finite aperture area before this locally averaged sample

is taken. This sampling grid is shown in Figure 6, with all relevant dimen

sions indicated. Expressed mathematically, the array is described by

Figure 6. Sampling sensor dimensions.
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Note that the aperture has been assumed to be perfectly square here; the rect

function can easily be replaced by an artritraiy function a(x,y) to accomodate
any aperture shape. This is motivated by the physical appearance of the array

and is used purely for mathematical convenience. Other factors might come
into play to modify the function a(x,y), and these will be discussed in Chap. V.

An arbitrary, incoherently illuminated image i(x,y) is now sampled by
the array, with the locally averaged sample value given by

red

(y-mAy\
rect
dxdy
7
\
Jl

'x-nAx}

*

(30)

Recognizing this equation as [i(x,y) * rect(x/dx)rect(y/dy)] (evaluated at x=nAx,

y=mAy), taking all samples over the entire grid, and simplifying yields the
familiar expression for the sampled image:
/

is(x,y) = *’(*»>) *

\

( \1
rect y_ • £ E 6(x-nA x,y-mA y)
d
d
( y Jl n-~*» m=-«

X

(31)

where it is clear where the system departs from ideal sampling (Eq. (12)). As
stated before, the aperture has the tendency to smooth the image before it is
sampled, manifested in Eq. (31) by the convolution prior to multiplication with

the lattice of 6 functions. The sampled spectrum now becomes

7/u,v) =

A,A 1

’ sinc(dxu)sinc(d v)l * E E 8
7 J
«—

or, equivalently (ignoring the front scale factor)

n

,v --2L I

(32)
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is(w)
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m
,v----= E E1 u-—
&
A

*

y/

•sine d. u—

n

sined. v—

m

(33)

y)

Thus, the spectrum results from first multiplying the original spectrum by the
transfer function of the aperture, then infinitely repeating this product at

multiples of the sampling frequencies 1/A* and 1/Ay like before. Figure 7 shows

this in one dimension for an arbitrary (lowpass) input and a sensor with just
contiguous pixels, so that d=A.

Now that the system has been accurately

modeled, a transfer function approach, and its limitations, need to be
addressed.

Figure 7. Sampled spectrum (d) for general input (a) and rectangular
aperture of size d=A (b).
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Section B: Transfer Function Analysis
In order to allow the sampling device to become one of the composite
units in a complete optical system amenable to simple cascaded MTF analysis,

a different approach must be taken. As emphasized before, since sampling

always violates the necessary condition of isoplanatism, the theory must be
relaxed to accomodate this problem. As long as an MTF can be developed with
some degree of accuracy, and the amount of error can be quantified, the

approach is justified. The following explanation will be restricted to a one

dimensional sampling process (no x or y subscripts), merely to simplify the
mathematics. The results can be easily extended to two-dimensions due to the

separability1 of the 2-D 6 functions and the other system responses (e.g.,
aperture**).

The image formation of the complete optical system may be separated

into three components (Figure 8): the input optics (atmospheric effects, lenses,
etc.), the sampling device (CCD), and the reconstruction (display). Typically,
the image is quantized for digital transmission or storage and/or electrically

processed prior to reconstruction; these effects will not be considered in this

+A function f(x,y) is separable if it can be written as separate functions of x and
y, i.e., f(x,y)=f1(x)f2(y). Furthermore, since the Fourier transform is a separable
operator, it can be shown that the transform of f is also separable, so that
F(u,v)=F1(u)F2(v).

*Separability has already been used implicitly for the aperture function. Note
that
rectfx/d^y/dy) = recttx/d^-rectfy/dy)
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paper. Due to the anomaly caused by aliasing, it is very beneficial for system
(MTF) analysis to lump the prefilter and sampling stages into a single
imaging-sampling subsystem [5], as shown in Figure 8 by the dashed block.

The imaging subsystem, assumed to be linear and isoplanatic, effectively band-

limits a hypothetical point source so that the abasing effects (hence, space-

variance) in the sampbng subsystem are not as severe. Consider Figure 7, for
example. There is much less abasing here (input i(x,y) is a lowpass filtered
point source) than there would be if i(x,y) were the spectrally flat 8(x,y) by

itself. In a mathematical sense, the effect of abasing is to make the functional

input-output relationship unpredictable, defying the use of transfer functions
(one-to-one correspondence between input and output) to model the system.
The only hope is to minimize this effect; hence, the inclusion of the prefilter

PSF-if it is known—is warranted.

Figure 8. General sampled imaging system.

Before continuing with a rigorous OTF analysis of the proposed model,

it is useful to discuss the subsequent limitations encountered.

First, the

periodicity introduced by sampling will constrain the results to frequencies
below the respective Nyquist values.

The only case to which conventional
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transfer function theory can be applied is when the input is strictly bandlim-

ited within the Nyquist limits.

For this hypothetical case, Eq. (32) can be

simplified as follows:

Z,(«,v) = [I(.u,v)sinc(dxu)sinc(dyv) ]

(34)

= I(u,v)H(u,v), where H(u,v)=sinc(d/i)sinc(dyv)

This is valid only for the prescribed case of I(u,v)=O, u>l/2Ax, v>l/2Ay, since
none of the higher order terms (n>0, m>0) in the summation interfere with the

original (baseband) spectrum (i.e., no aliasing). Thus for the ideal case of the

Nyquist criterion obeyed, the sampling device will offer no degradation except
for the aperture shape itself, and the entire system is directly amenable to

cascaded MTF analysis. In reality, however, the best one can do to use his
sampler to its fullest extent is to focus his system on relatively low frequency

targets, or to prefilter the images (possibly via the input optics) to satisfy
Nyquist as close as possible. The latter approach has its drawbacks, however,

as excessive lowpass filtering can possibly smear out so much detail that the
recovered image is indiscernible^, and maybe even make further processing

(e.g., inverse filtering) difficult.
pled/digital imaging system:

This is the major tradeoff of any sam-

loss of image sharpness due to filtering vs.

nIn digital communications, this phenomenon is referred to as intersymbol
interference (ISI).
In this case, with channel noise present, excessive
smoothing of the data bit streams may cause bit errors (Is interpreted as Os
and vice versa) at the repeater (reconstruction) output.
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aliasing (Moire patterns) due to undersampling.
The focus of this study is on the composite imaging-sampling subsystem.
With this part modeled, the reconstruction stage, assumed to be linear and
invariant, can be directly appended in cascade to adjust the entire system MTF
according to

MTFtot = mtflsmtfr
where MTFj.s and MTFR are the imaging-sampling and reconstruction MTFs,

respectively. Although it will not be investigated in detail here, knowledge of
the reconstruction/interpolation function (i.e., the display characteristics) can
come in handy in designing the previous stages.

For example, it may be

possible to permit less roll-off in the prefilter (anti-aliasing) stage, which

contributes more abasing from the sampler, if the display is known to have
severe roll-off itself, so that the aliased frequencies around the Nyquist limits

will be reduced anyway at the output. But then the over-blurring problem
discussed in the previous paragraph can become significant.

Nevertheless,

since the reconstruction stage is well-understood and facilitated by convention
al techniques, it can be assumed to be ideal, without loss of generality, in the
proceeding discussion.

Now suppose an ideal point intensity source is directed onto the system

in an attempt to determine the (space-varying) point spread function. Thus,
with o(x) equal to 6(x-<J>) in Figure 8, the output becomes the system PSF:
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PSF(x;<|>) = A(x—4>) *recq —

5(x-nA)

(35)

A couple of very significant points need to be addressed before continuing.
First, the random phase factor, 0, which designates the relative position of the
input and the sampling grid (Figure 9), has been introduced.

Due to the

periodic nature of the sampling grid, (p may be restricted to the range (-A/2,

A/2), with a uniform (1/A) probability density function. This random shift will
be shown to add some uncertainty to the MTF derivation, suggesting a

stochastic approach. Secondly, the point spread function of the input optics,

h(x), has been inserted for the reasons discussed above.

It can easily be

ignored, if desired, or combined with the aperture response (rect) to form one

composite input PSF h'(x), as pictured in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. PSF (composite imaging-aperture) and sampling function for (a)
original and (b) shifted input.
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Figure 10. Sampled spectrum showing effect of phase factor.

The Fourier transform of Eq. (35) gives

O7F(u;4>) = [7/(M)yinc(dM)« >2’*“] ♦ £ 6^-A)

(36)

Figure 10 shows the first terms of Eq. (36) for one common system, where the

composite input OTF (optics and aperture) allows some aliasing. Each replica

is rotated about the u-axis by an amount 2raj)n/A, then summed together**.
Due to this rotation, the sum of any two adjacent replicas, essentially just
complex numbers, will be different for each value of <|>; hence, the OTF depends

**Also, though not shown in Fig. 10, the entire spectrum is multiplied by the
linear phase factor e^". For MTF techniques this term is inconsequential.
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Figure 11. Imaging, aperture, and composite OTF for example.
on the relative position of the point source and the sample points. This degree

of shift-variance can be seen in Figure 12 for three different values of <f> for the

system described in Figure 11. The plot shows the modulus of OTF(u;<|>) out
to twice the folding frequency for each case. (Notice that for these and many

of the subsequent sketches, the spatial frequency axis has been normalized by

the sampling frequency 1/A.) So, for this particular system, one may define a
"region of isoplanatism" [6] from 0 to (l/A-uc), where uc is the effective cutoff

of the input OTF, over which the responses are the same. Beyond this area,

in the region where adjacent replicas overlap, is where the phase uncertainty
manifests itself. Note that, depending on the prefiltering of the input optics
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Figure 12. Magnitude spectrum for various values of <J>.
and aperture, it may not even be possible to locate a region of isoplanatism
(i.e., u^l/A).

Figure 13 illustrates an example of how the resulting PSFs might be

affected by different displacements of the point source. Assuming the same

partially isoplanatic response found before, and repeated in (b), the spatial
nature in (a) can be deduced.

PSFC^J is smoother, suggesting less high

frequency content; thus, it most likely coincides with a response somewhere
near that labeled 0 = ±0.5 in (b). PSF((|)2), on the other hand, is more rapidly
changing and more closely corresponds to <|> = 0. Note, however, that the two

PSFs are identical in the regions of very little detail, accounting for the
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isoplanatic region in the low range of frequencies.

Figure 13. Example showing effect of space-variance on system PSF.

Phase-Averaged Transfer Function

The average response (AOTF) to the point source input can be found by

averaging the actual response over the uniform phase range:

1 A/2
AOTF(u) = — f OTFWW
A J

(37)

-M2

Performing the integration yields

AOTF(u) - H(u)sinc(du)sinc(Au)

k

(38)

‘H)

which accounts for the combined effects of imaging, sampling, and sample-

scene phase averaging. Now, finding the average system MTF (AMTF), an a
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posteriori mathematical operation, is not as straightforward as taking the
modulus of Eq. (37) or (38). The AMTF is computed according to

1 A/2

AMTF(u) = — { |O7F(«;<|>)|d4»
A -A/2
J

(39)

Figure 14. Average MTF vs. extreme cases from Fig. 12.

which is not directly simplified as is the AOTF expression. This mathematical

subtlety marks the point where the approach diverts from that introduced by

Warren [2].

Having arrived at Eq. (38), Warren immediately defined the
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sinc(Au) term as the so-called average sampling MTFm. Figure 14 compares

the AMTF with the extreme curves from Figure 12, along with the incorrect

AMTF had the mistake of using | AOTF | been allowed. From the latter curve
the error introduced is now apparent; clearly, it is impossible for the average
response to fall below the minimum response, which occurs over a good range

of frequencies!
Notice that the phase-dependency (space-variance) has been eliminated

in Eqs. (38) and (39). The AOTF and its "modulus", the AMTF, are the system

responses one would expect when viewing any given scene. That is, each point
on the object is randomly oriented with respect to the sampling grid, giving

widely varying responses; however, superposition of these point responses will
yield the phase-averaged composite response.

These functions can be

evaluated and employed-substituted for the composite imaging-sampling block

in Fig. 8-in a simple cascaded transfer function analysis (only out to Nyquist
Emits, of course) for the whole optical system. The formulas may seem to be

numerically intensive due to the infinite summations. However, only the n=0

^Warren has also isolated the n=0 term here, which is permissible only for
input frequencies below the Nyquist limit. As explained previously in this
thesis, there should be no space-variance-hence, no need for phase averagingwhen aliasing is not present. This is verified by evaluating Eq. (39) (n=0 only):
i A/2
AM7F(u) = — f iHMsirutditie-J2** jd<|>
A *
-A/2
A/2

= 1 j

|sinc(du)|(l)d*

-A/2

= |tf(u) |

\sinc(du) |

✓
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and n=l terms enter into the interval of interest, [0,l/2A], a consequence of the

bandlimiting of the imaging-aperture function (Fig. 11).

If higher ordered

terms are needed, the sampling theorem is really being abused and the
imaging system will be almost useless.

If desired, one could keep the imaging and sampling blocks in Fig. 8
separate if the sampling MTF is written as
MTFS = | sinc(du) | • <£(<)>)

where

is a general function not only of the random shift <j>, but also implicitly

of the object scene, the imaging optics, and the sampling aperture.***

For

example, if aliasing is not present, <I>=1; otherwise, <X> is multivalued within a

certain range, but the randomness may be removed (just as before) by
averaging over 0 to obtain the single, expected function ^aVg- Nevertheless, this
alternative analysis is not pursued further, since the previous simulation

would have to be carried out anyway as a prerequisite for computing O.
Figure 15 shows the use of the AMTF for a particular scene, whose

spectrum is depicted in (a). When this input is applied to the same system,
the output (spectrum) will vary somewhere in the range shown in (b),
depending upon the sample-scene phase. The middle curve in (b) demonstrates

the explicit, cascaded application of the AMTF to the input. The curves in (c)
are the same point responses from Fig. 14, repeated here to compare the
degree of aliasing (space variance) for each case. The response deviation is less

***Therefore, the two stages are not, in actuality, independent as supposed.
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Figure 15. Example illustrating use of AMTF (b) for particular input (a),
compared with point responses (c).

drastic for real images, as in this example, because aliasing is not as severe as
for the case of the infinite-bandwidth point source, where one is at the
complete mercy of the imaging subsystem PSF.
Figures 16 and 17 repeat the analysis for a sensor characterized by

d=A/2, i.e., with some separation between consecutive pixels.

The same

prefilter (imaging) OTF is maintained for comparative purposes. Notice from
Fig. 16 that this configuration offers much less aperture roll-off, so the

inclusion of the prefilter is more crucial for controlling abasing here. Figure
17 illustrates the similar wide range of possible responses for the device.

Again, the AMTF is the expected, invariant response to be used in the
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Figure 16. Imaging, aperture, and composite OTFs for sensor with d=A/2.

composite imaging-sampling model. Compared to the corresponding curves in

Fig. 14 (d=A), this particular array contributes less degradation (roll-off) at the
expense of a wider range of uncertainty in the response. However, one should
be cautioned when choosing the "better" design from these curves.

For

example, supposing the same pixel width (d) for either array,the latter
device (d=A/2) may seem to exhibit less degradation, but it has only half the

Nyquist bandwidth of the first case.

wUp to the this point, equal pixel pitch (A) has been implicitly assumed.
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Figure 17. AMTF vs. extreme responses for sensor with d=A/2.

As a side note, looking at the actual appearance of the originally posed

sampling array (Fig. 6) suggests the requirement A>d for all the subsequent

proceedings. The examples considered so far assume this condition. Solidstate devices in which an array of sensors reside on a single focal plane are

limited by such a physical constraint. But there are sampling systems that
allow A<d. For example, in remote satellite imagery (e.g., Landsat), one "pixel"

might have an area 100x100 m2, and it may be an hour before another sample

is taken by the adjacent sensor. So, in the mean time, this neighbor can be
mechanically shifted over 50 meters before it is scanned. Then the system
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appears to have a sampling interval of 50 meters with overlapping samples,

i.e., A=d/2. In fact, Park etal. consider such cases (A<d) exclusively in their

analysis of imaging systems and sample-scene phasing [7]. The advantage of
these "upsampled" systems is, of course, to increase the sampling frequency in
order to decrease aliasing effects. System evaluation is less complicated as the

scanning aperture itself is effective in bandlimiting the scene; thus, the imaging/optics stage may not warrant inclusion and may be kept as a separate
subsystem. Nevertheless, attention in this paper is focused on the high speed

self-scanning arrays (Chapter V).

Figure 18. (a) Original and (b) shifted, moving composite PSF.

Analysis for Moving Images

The same modeling procedure can be extended to handle moving images.
Figure 18 shows the same composite point spread function as in Fig. 9

traveling to the right with constant velocity V (assumed constant, v(t)=V, to
simplify the mathematics). This dynamic PSF is described by
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h(x,t;<|)) = h(x-<(>-Vt).

When applied to the sampling array, the system PSF (Eq. (35)) becomes

i T/2 h(x-$ - Vt) * recf^j • £ 6 (x-nA)
dt
WFfe*) = - J

(40)

T-t/2

in which the time factor is integrated out by averaging the scene over the
extent of one integration period x.

Taking the spatial Fourier transform,

which is basically an integral with respect to x, and assuming the order of
integration can be interchanged****, gives the system OTF:

i T/2
OTF(utQ) = -f [H(u)sinc(du)e~J2n<t>ue^2ny‘u]* £ fifu

dt

(41)

X-r/2

Only e‘j2,cVtu involves t; performing the integration on this term yields the
simplified expression

O7F(«;4>;Kt) = [Zf(w)sinc(du).w'rtc(FTu)e"^”*“]* £ fi

I

(42)

Notice that Eq. (42) differs from the static case (Eq. (36)) only by the free

parameter Vx with the additional sinc(Vxu) term. The velocity and integration
time are predetermined constants; their product, Vx, is the total distance

traversed by the target during one scan. This parameter can be specified in
terms of the key array dimensions (d or A) to visualize the effect of the moving

****This is a legitimate assumption because t does not depend on x, so t can be
treated as a constant with respect to the Fourier integral.
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scene "smearing" across several pixels. The blurring effect is exhibited in the
frequency domain by the sinc(Vxu) term, which renders more roll-off the larger

Vx becomes. Backtracking to the spatial domain (inverse transform of Eq.
(42)):

PSF(xfr,Vx)

h(x-$) *rec/^]

•J} 6(x-/iA)

(43)

one can intepret the effect of the additional convolution (with a "weighting"

rect function of width Vx) as further spreading of the original PSF prior to

sampling.

The analysis can be continued in a like manner to determine the
corresponding AOTF and AMTF expressions for dynamic scenes. The results

are

^(«-«/A)sinc[d(tt-zi/A)]rizi4FT(M-n/A)]sinc[A(M-n/A)]

AOTF(u'tVx) =

(44)

n=-«

and, just as before,

A/2
AMTF(utVt) = — f \OTF(u;K;(t>)\dt>
A J

(45)

-A/2

Figure 19 illustrates the use of this analysis on a moving scene characterized

by Vx=A and Vx=2A for the two array examples considered previously. Like
before, the MTF for the d=A/2 array is generally higher but more variant than
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Figure 19. Dynamic MTF for array with d=A (a, b) and d=A/2 (c, d).

the d=A array.

Both devices exhibit more MTF degradation for higher

velocities, as expected. For the Vr=2A case, in which a point on an image is

blurred over two full pixels, both systems are almost completely isoplanatic.
This occurs because the sinc(Vw) term in Eq. (42), an additional anti-aliasing
"filter", now contributes roll-off steep enough to nearly fulfill the Nyquist

bandlimiting criterion. Again, the trade-off for such a commodity would be

excessive blurring or ISI.
Finally, Figure 20 and Table 1 demonstrate the effect of separating the
velocity term in the AMTF, according to
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AMTF(u;Vx) = AMTF(u),sinc(Vxu).

Using the results previously obtained for AMTF(u;Vx) and AMTF(u), then
taking their ratio, indeed shows a very close approximation of sinc(Vxu)--for

the case Vx=lA in both configurations. The same analysis can be repeated for

various values of Vx to yield similar results, becoming more accurate for Vx

larger (for reasons akin to those in previous paragraph; note as Vx—»°°,

sinc(Vxu)-»8(u) and MTF—»8(u)). A necessary condition, of course, is that the
image be "reasonably" bandlimited, as in all the preceding simulations. In

general, for AMTF evaluation in highly dynamic systems, the time (velocity)
and space factors can be considered nearly separable.

Table 1. Separability test. Comparison of theoretical time factor and desired
sinc(Vxu) with Vx=A for various frequencies.

AMTF(u;Vx)

AMTF(u)

u

d=A

d=A/2

sinc(Vxu)

0

1.0

1.0

1.0

.04

.9974

.9974

.9974

.16

.9584

.9584

.9584

.24

.9079

.9078

.9079

.30

.8582

.8576

.8584

.36

.7987

.7966

.8000

.40

.7527

.7491

.7568

.44

.7009

.6966

.7106

.48

.6496

.6480

.6618

.50

.6366

.6366

.6366
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Figure 20. Example showing separability of time effect for the case
Vt=A in array with (a) d=A and (b) d=A/2.
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Section C: Optical Contrast Approach

Another researched approach, proposed by Feltz [1], that is worth
mentioning utilizes the contrast definition of MTF introduced at the end of

Chapter III.

In short, the sampling array is illuminated by the raised

sinusoidal intensity pattern
I(x;<|>) = V2 + ^cos[2rcu0(x-<|>)]

of spatial frequency Uo<l/2A, random phase shift <() (-A/2<0<A/2), and modula
tion contrast ratio 1. This orientation, with the appropriate spatial parame

ters, is shown is Figure 21. To find the output intensity modulation, Feltz

considers the maximum and minimum responses of two specific pixels: (1) 1^
is generated by integrating the input over the extent of the pixel nearest its

peak, and (2) I^ is obtained by doing the same for the pixel closest to the
input minimum, a half-cycle away. Thus, 1^ is located at pixel 0 and 1^ is

at pixel kA, where k can generally take on two possible indices, whichever is

Figure 21
grid.

Sinusoidal input intensity pattern with respect to sampling
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closer to .Suo'VA+t)), a function of the ratio of the half the input period to the
pixel pitch and, of course, the phase shift. The procedure is repeated for all

frequencies within the Nyquist limit, i.e., Uo<l/2A, with the MTF computed

according to

MTF = I***
Ah»t

(46)
Anin

Figure 22. Maximum, minimum, and mean MTF responses for array with
(a) A=d and (b) A=2d.

Before interpretting the implications of this approach, Feltz’s results are
reproduced in Figure 22, showing the minimum, maximum, and mean
responses for the two arrays considered previously. The multivaluation and

wide range exhibited in each case suggests a very high degree of spacevariance, which Feltz attributes to an unavoidable anomaly in the sampling

process. Such a generalization contrasts the assertion made earlier, which
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basically says that isoplanatism is maintained as long as the input satisfies the
Nyquist criterion, which is the case in the above formulation. Space-variance
is an artifact not of sampling, but of aliasing, a byproduct of real sampling.

However, the linear systems approach of this paper can be used to

justify the results obtained here. Notice in the above formulation that Imay and
Imin were generated by constricting the area of interest to half the period of the

input (.5U01). Thus, the input is now really space-limited, or, more important

ly, it is not bandlimited, i.e., the input is effectively no longer a pure sinusoid.
And the larger the frequency u0 is, the less bandlimited the input becomes, so

that aliasing/space-variance would be progressively more pronounced as u^
increases. It is this phenomenon that is depicted in Fig. 22. Ideally, if the

above analysis viewed the infinite spatial extent of the input, the result would
be the proper invariant MTF given by the aperture function.

In conclusion, one needs to be careful when applying a concept such as
that used above, which was originally prescribed for linear space-invariant

systems, to sampled systems.

The model based only on the condition of

linearity, from the previous sections, avoids such a concern.

The results

reviewed in this section (Fig. 22) could be invaluable for reconciling experimen

tal MTF data that may have been obtained through a comparable testing
methodology.

CHAPTER V
CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES

The concepts introduced in the previous chapters are purely theoretical.

To be of any practical use in real sampled imaging systems, these formulations
need to be merged with the actual physical structure and behavior of the

particular sampling device. Though there are many, the charge-coupled device
(CCD) is by far the most widely used and heavily studied imaging sensor still

today, two decades after it was first introduced by Boyle and Smith [8].
Accordingly, this chapter will explore in detail the pertinent background and

characteristics of CCDs, and attempt to apply the previously developed
frequency response techniques in a workable model.

The CCD is a metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) structure which
basically works by the bucket-brigade method. (The physics of the device will
be explained in Section A.) Thus, like any solid state IC, a CCD offers the

great advantages of small size and low power requirements. It can also be
operated at very high dock speeds while maintaining excellent detectivity,

which suggests nearly no image lag and the capadty for high speed scanning

applications.

Also, CCDs can be fabricated on highly spectrally selective

materials, responding only to a very narrow band of frequencies (or equivalent
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ly, wavelengths, e.g., infrared). This part of the technology will be explored
briefly in the following section when discussing charge diffusion. Unless stated
otherwise, the device responsivity is assumed to be equal for all wavelengths

of interest, so that the analysis is not complicated by a weighting factor.
Finally, the individual detectors are highly linear within a certain operating
range, where the incoming scene intensity distribution (incident photons)

generates a proportional output, as is discussed below. Consequently, in order
to facilitate the linear model (Section D), the entire imaging system will be
assumed to have been somehow set up so that this range is not in danger.

Section A: CCD Physics

The physical structure of a CCD is shown in Figure 23. Basically, each

pixel, or photosite, is a MOS capacitor where minority charge carriers

(electrons here) are collected in localized potential wells at the Si-SiO2 interface
[9]. These charge packets can then be rapidly transferred by the controlled

ONE CELL/
PIXEL
|
LENGTH

CONDUCTING
ELECTRODES

OUTPUT
<P3 GATE

INPUT
GATE

OUTPUT
DIODE

INPUT
SOURCE

si-O2 INSULATOR

P-TYTE SUBSTRATE

Figure 23. Simplified cross-sectional view for three-phase CCD.
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movement of the potential wells and be detected at the output via capacitive

coupling.
The physical process is as follows (see Figure 24).

A potential is

supplied at selected gate electrodes, causing substrate holes (positive charge),

the so-called majority carriers here, to be repelled underneath these sites,

forming depletion regions (potential wells). Photons from an incident image,

SiO2

(b)
Figure 24. CCD operation. Surface potential profiles of (a) empty well
and (b) charge packet transfer during one clock period for the driving clock
waveforms (c).
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impinging upon the device, produce electrons1 (minority carriers) that are
collected if in the proximity of a well; otherwise, they are swept into the

substrate and recombine with holes. That is, spatial sampling is performed in

what can be called the charge integration interval. Linearity is assumed to be

upheld in the sense that each pixel will accumulate a packet of charge directly
proportional to the irradiance level of the incoming light.

In the read-out

interval, these information-carrying packets are then shifted to an output site
by applying a multi-phase clocking scheme such as that shown in Figure 24.

By properly manipulating the gate potentials, charge is moved serially as it

spills over into the next, "deeper" well of higher potential. For the scheme
shown it takes three elemental transfers to shift the charge by one pixel.
In actuality, temporal sampling is also performed by the device with a

sampling period (scan interval) of at least the sum of the above-mentioned

integration and transfer periods. For static targets, this is not a concern; only
spatial sampling occurs. In other cases, this time period can be considered to

be so infinitesimally small such that aliasing in time is not likely, so again it

can be ignored.

For rapidly moving objects, however, the space and time

sampling must be considered jointly; their effects are interdependent and, in

general, not separable.

To see this, consider a point on an image which

+Actually, electron-hole pairs are generated (see Fig. 27) as long as the
absorbed photon has enough energy to overcome the substrate (silicon)
bandgap. Note that E=hc/X, a function of the wavelength of the incident
radiation. The electron is then attracted to the potential well while the hole
is repelled.
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traverses several CCD pixels in one scan interval. Due to the non-infinitesimal
temporal sampling, the image point is not spatially sampled at one pixel
location, but is smeared across many photosites before the scan interval is
finished. This spatiotemporal effect was encountered in the previous chapter
and will be visited again in Section B.

Charge Transfer Efficiency
One nonideal factor that must be considered when evaluating CCD
performance is the charge transfer efficiency (CTE). CTE is a dynamic effect
that occurs during the transfer interval discussed above. This is usually a very

small time period in which possibly thousands of elemental transfers take

place. Thus, it is almost impossible for an entire packet to retain all its charge
as it is shifted to the next pixel. Moreover, this effect is compounded at each

transfer, in that information left behind from previous transfers is mixed with
subsequent packets, themselves already marred by incomplete charge transfer.
Clearly, this can be a problem for high scan speeds and/or large area arrays.

In general, aside from clock speeds, CTE is also dependent on tempera

ture and the amount of charge being transferred.

The dynamics of charge

transfer are governed by the continuity equation and Poisson’s equation with
the appropriate boundary conditions [9]. Both drift and diffusion contribute
to charge transfer; however, in well-designed devices, drift processes dominate.
Drift current is caused both by the electrical field due to a nonuniform
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distribution of electrons under two electrodes at the same voltage (self-

induced), and by a field due to the potential difference between adjacent
electrodes (fringe-field). Both types can be seen in Figure 24. The mathemat

ics are left for the interest reader [9].
Values of CTE less than unity will not normally produce a loss in signal

but rather a redistribution of some of the charge from the original into trailing

pixels, thus giving "deferred charge". It can be shown that if a single packet
of charge Q is placed into a CCD well (i=0), then after N cell (pixel) transfers,
the distribution of charge in the cells i = 0, 1, 2,... is given by [9]

DW) =

(47)

where a is the fractional loss incurred by a charge packet in moving from one

pixel to the next. This binomial distribution can be viewed as the impulse
response due to transfer inefficiency. The dispersion is shown in Figure 25 for
the first few transfers. The corresponding magnitude transfer function is

MTF^uine) = exp{-«e[l-cos(tim/mw)]}

(48)

where n is the number of elemental transfers, e is the fractional loss per
elemental transfer, and uN is the Nyquist rate. (Note that n=PN and a=Pe
where P is the number of clocking phases). Figure 26 shows several MTF

plots, directly amenable to cascadable MTF analysis, out to the Nyquist

frequency. The curves in (a) are for the case of the sampling frequency equal
to the clock rate; those in (b) are for a 2:1 interlace, which effectively doubles
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Figure 25. Distribution of charge packet Q as it is transferred.

the Nyquist frequency (to be discussed in Section B). Clearly, the degradation
is more pronounced as ne increases, i.e., as the CTE decreases (note that e=lCTE) and/or the number of pixels (array size) increases, as previously men

tioned. Interestingly, it is the middle spatial frequencies that are affected in
the 2:1 interlace array.
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Figure 26. CTE MTF for various values of ne, the product of the number
of transfers and the transfer inefficiency, for (a) normal and (b) 2:1
interlace operation.

Finally, as a point of interest for experimental purposes, a quick method
for measuring CTE is as follows. Simply illuminate the CCD at the output end

with a small light spot and record the output voltage. Do the same for a pixel

at the opposite end and record its output. These values are similar to Q and

Qn, respectively, in Eq. (47), for i=N, assuming it is known that the two
measurements are N pixels apart. Eq. (47), which is reduced to
Qn/Q = (l-a)N

is easily solved for a. Then CTE = 1 - a/P. In general, for most devices, this

number is well above 99.9%, as in the upper curves of Figure 26, so that CTE
is not even a factor.

If warranted, MTFcte can be appended to the overall

system MTF after the sampling MTF, since transfer is a post-integration

procedure.
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Charge Carrier Diffusion

Another nonideal effect, also compatible with MTF analysis, is the
wavelength-dependent charge diffusion phenomenon, which is exhibited in the
device’s charge collection efficiency. In short, if incident photons are absorbed

within the depletion regions, collection can be assumed to be 100 percent
efficient. However, if photons strike away from the wells, in the substrate,

then the resulting charge will spread as it diffuses toward nearby wells, thus
decreasing the overall MTF. As opposed to CTE, since diffusion primarily

affects the charge collection (integration) ability of the device, it must be
modeled within the sampling process in the system model.

INCIDENT RADIATION

ELECTRON-HOLE
PAIRS CREATED
BY ABSORPTION
OF PHOTONS

Figure 27. Cross-sectional view with key parameters illustrating diffusion
effect.

There are several contributing factors to the diffusion effect. One is the
silicon absorption coefficient a (not be confused with a in CTE discussion
above), a wavelength-sensitive parameter which describes how efficiently the
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incoming radiation is absorbed. As one might ascertain, longer wavelengths
will penetrate deeper into the bulk material before absorption, hence

increasing the diffusion effect as the electrons have farther to travel to reach

the wells (see Figure 27). This leads to another important parameter called
the diffusion length (L^g) of minority carriers, a physical indicator of carrier
lifetime. It tells how far away in space (or how long in time) an electron can
migrate through the substrate to reach the depletion region.* Accordingly, an
expression for diffusion MTF has been developed, given by [10]

*

l-^C-al^/Cl+aZyy)]

(49)

where a is a function of A (i.e., a=a(A)), Ldepl is the depletion width (well depth),

and L is a spatial frequency dependent effective diffusion length given by

L =

(50)

Figure 28 shows plots of Eq. (49) for several cases, where a is for silicon at

room temperature. As expected, the longer wavelength (red) radiation leads
to more degradation for the device, seen by the severe roll-off when A = 1000
nm.

As a quick check to verify these curves, note from Eq. (49) that as a

*Notice that this implies a tacit dependence upon clock speed. If the charge
integration time is less than the carrier lifetime, charge collection can be
significantly hindered.
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Figure 28. Diffusion MTF for CCD with Ldepl=5pm, L^TSpm, and pixel
(well) spacing of 13pm for various wavelengths.
becomes larger (light more blue), the exponential term becomes zero and the

MTF becomes unity. A couple of common modifications for combatting the

diffusion problem are reduced substrate thickness and glass shielding.

Aperture Response
The immediate choice for the aperture (pixel) shape is perfectly
rectangular, consistent with the ideal photosite structure of Fig. 23. This gives

the sine transfer function used in Chap. IV, i.e.,
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MTF^Cm) = sinc(dii)

(51)

Figure 29. (a) Comparison of rectangular, trapezoidal, and sine-squared
aperture functions, (b) Comparison of corresponding MTFs.

in either direction, where d is the appropriate aperture width. However, other

more subtle factors can be taken into consideration to allow somewhat different

aperture functions.

For example, Schumann and Lomheim claim that the

detector aperture and depletion width effects are difficult to separate [11].
This makes sense if the potential wells are not neatly defined, as in Fig. 27,
suggesting a slightly nonuniform response. One way to account for such a

phenomenon is to change the aperture function to a trapezoidal shape, for

example, implying maximum (uniform) detectivity in the center portion of the

pixel and steady decay out to the edges.

Another possibility, though not

strictly physical because of the sidelobes, is a sine-squared aperture. Both of

these functions, along with their corresponding MTFs, are pictured in Figure
29.

Compared with the ideal rectangular aperture, the curves exhibit
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correspondingly more roll-off, with the sine-squared contributing the most
degradation.

In general, any physically-motivated aperture shape can be

simulated in the system model, as long as it makes sense and improves the fit
to experimental data.

Section B: CCD Architectures

The primary CCD imaging configurations are of course linear and area

array devices. Linear structures are used mainly for fascimile and character
recognition or read-out applications. Shift registers and bar code scanners are

two common examples. For two-dimensional use, it should be pointed out that
the object needs to be mechanically scanned in the direction orthogonal to the

line of photosites (e.g., xerox). Alternatively, in imaging systems with the

primary intent of displaying scenes, such as CCD cameras, area array devices,
with thousands of pixels, are usually found. In these arrays the scanning is
performed automatically in both directions by the CCD shift registers. Area

arrays can be further classified as either frame transfer (FT) or interline
transfer (IT) CCDs. To make the tools developed in Chapter IV useful, the

operation of each configuration needs to be explained and addressed in such
a way to allow an MTF modeling approach. The discussion that follows focuses
on the array (two-dimensional) architectures; if desired, linear (one-dimension

al) devices can be evaluated as simplified cases.
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(a)
Figure 30. Operation of (a) frame transfer and (b) interline transfer
devices with 2:1 vertical interlace.

The two CCD array architectures are shown (simplified) in Figure 30,
from which the meaning of the titles frame and interline transfer are
envisioned. In the FT structure, the top half of the chip is photosensitive and

the bottom half is a shielded storage site.

For the ITCCD, however, the

shielded vertical read-out registers are interdigitated with the photosensitive
lines.

Usually aluminum is the light-shielding material, which prevents

integrating any signal in the underlying wells during charge transfer or

storage. Assuming the two chips are imaging scenes for video display, the
operation is presented in the picture for a 2:1 (two-phase) vertical interlace
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scheme to meet television standards.^

With this scenario, device design

parameters can be formulated in terms of the aforementioned general model.

For the FTCCD (Fig. 30a), field A is formed by collecting photoelectrons
under the $-1 electrodes for 1/60 second; this charge is then clocked rapidly
vertically through the photosensitive pixels into the opaque storage area.
Then, while field A is being read out line-by-line at standard raster scan rates,
field B is forming, by the same procedure, under the 0-2 electrodes.

operation of IT structure (Fig. 30b) is slightly more complex.

The

Though not

pictured, there is a separate photogate clock over each column of photosites.
The overall clocking scheme basically allows an effective integration time of

1/30 second for both fields A and B (twice that of FTCCD). First, the vertical
photogate electrodes are clocked high for 1/60 second to allow charge to

accumulate in the underlying wells. Then the photogate is clocked low while

the odd field clock (0-1) is turned on, causing the signal charge to transfer

"instantaneously" to the adjacent shielded register.

Next, the odd field is

transferred out in the parallel-to-serial format in a total of 1/60 second (just
like FT device). Meanwhile, the even field has still been integrating charge
during this time, giving a total integration period of 1/30 second. (Note that

this occurs even though the photogate clock is low, because 0-2 is off too; thus,

there is no charge movement and the collection wells under B remain.)

nOne frame consists of two interlaced fields. A fresh frame is displayed every
1/30 sec., of which the first half (1/60 sec.) is occupied by the odd field (A) and
the second half by the even field (B). (NTSC standards)
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Finally, as 0-2 turns on and 0-1 turns off, again instantaneously, the roles are

reversed as field B is read out. With this simplified explanation understood,
the important distinction to note between the two devices, when utilized in an

interlace mode, is that the pixel integration time of an ITCCD is effectively
twice that of an FTCCD. As seen before, this can be a significant factor for

highly dynamic scenes.
Now the appropriate spatial parameters need to be identified for each

configuration, using the notation of Chapter IV (Fig. 6).

First, in the

horizontal dimension, it is evident that A^d* for the FTCCD and Ax=2dx for the

ITCCD (assuming transparent photocell and opaque transfer cell columns are
same width). In the vertical direction, Ay=2dy for each field. The 2:1 interlace

scheme effectively doubles the vertical spatial sampling frequency (1/Ay) such

that Ay=dy per frame for both devices. The immediate tradeoff noticed between
the two devices is the better horizontal resolution, in terms of the double

Nyquist frequency, of the FTCCD, at the expense of more severe MTF roll-off
out to this limit (Section D), when compared to the ITCCD. Furthermore,

there is the integration time/moving target difference mentioned above.
Depending on how tight the system constraints are, the fact that the FT device

requires twice as many vertical transfers may be significant in terms of CTE

degradation.

In any event, the choice of the superior device is completely

application-dependent.

A system designer must take into account the

frequency content of the incoming signals, how much blur (roll-off) he can
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allow, how fast the targets might be moving, and possibly clocking rates.

Section C: Noise Considerations

Many other natural phenomena occur in charge-coupled imagers and

should be reviewed to familiarize the designer with their effects and possible

limitations they impose. Those to be covered are loosely termed "noise" in that
they are not part of a linear MTF model. For the most part, they are either

negligible or easily contained so as to not have an impact on the previously
developed theory.

Image Spreading
Crosstalk between adjacent cells is a fundamental event that can lead

to problems if not given proper attention [12]. As an example, CCD imagers
using the interline transfer structure (Fig. 30b) are subject to crosstalk

between the imaging pixels and the adjacent vertical shift registers, especially
when the source is rich in near-infrared energy. Charge carriers, generated

by deep penetrating infrared photons, can stray toward and be collected in the

neighboring transfer cells instead of the desired image sites. This is similar
to the long-wavelength charge diffusion phenemonon discussed earlier (Fig.

27). So, there is always some measure of image spreading taking place. For
a particular scenario consider a bright spot of light at any given point in the

image. Since the transfer area is in nearly constant circulation, as explained
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in the previous section, the spot will contribute stray carriers equally to every
well in this vertical strip via crosstalk. When mixed with the desired signal

charge being transferred, in the worst case, the entire column may be washed

out and appear as a spurious vertical streak in the scene.
In FT imagers an effect, comparable to that just discussed in the ITCCD,
occurs which is not provoked by crosstalk, but is worth mentioning. During

the vertical transfer period, in which the freshly integrated frame is clocked

rapidly down through the imaging area into the storage area, optically induced
charge carriers continue to be generated in the transparent photosites. As
before, these carriers then mix with signal packets as they are clocked down
the column, producing a similar smearing or "ghosting" effect.

Finally, the effect commonly referred to as blooming may occur if the

exposure exceeds the saturation point, at high illumination levels.

This

overload phenomenon is analogous to clipping in any circuit containing ICs or
transistors when a signal exceeds the voltage supply rails.

For this case,

overly bright targets scanned by a CCD will drive the device out of linear

operation.

The charge spreading "pattern" of the blooming progression

depends on the configuration of the particular chip, as was discussed above.

In any event, to prevent this blooming or excessive crosstalk effects (streaking),
the illumination entering the CCD can be controlled. For example, prohibiting
light to hit the array during vertical charge transfer addresses both problems,
cutting down exposure time and eliminating spreading due to crosstalk. Thus,
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in an ITCCD the exposure should be confined to the short time between fields;
in a FTCCD the array can be exposed at any time except during this interval.
One credible implementation is a strobe triggered to occur at the proper phase

in the field cycle [12].

Dark Current
Thermal noise, caused by randomly colliding electrons, is present in
anything above absolute zero temperature. A CCD is based on forcibly moving

electrons by controlling depletion volumes which physically jerks the atomic
structure around, compounding the collisions.

Thus, due to this thermal

vibration of the silicon lattice, there is a continual generation of electron-hole

pairs. Then, just as before, the electrons tend to flow to the point of minimum
potential and will collect if generated in the wells or within a diffusion length.

Accordingly, an inevitable "dark" current (not necessarily uniform) is

generated, present in the device even when it is not illuminated.

The primary limitations imposed by the dark current are finite storage
time and a minimum detectable signal. Obviously, dark current will supply

enough electrons to fill a well if given sufficient time, called the storage time
Ts [9]:

T = C#*V
*

(52)

Jd
J

where Ceff is the effective well storage capacitance per unit area, Jd is the dark
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current density, and AV is the potential barrier of a well.** Knowledge of T„
can then aid the system designer in determining a maximum integration

interval for the system. Next, the degree of dark current nonuniformity has
a direct impact on the minimum signal that can be detected. Intuitively, if the

dark current charge varies widely from pixel-to-pixel, it is impossible to tell if
a collected packet is signal or dark electrons. So the signal must exceed a

certain threshold, usually specified by number of electrons in a packet, to be
detectable. The dynamic range is thus effectively reduced by this so-called

fixed-pattern noise. Regardless of these effects, since dark current is totally
thermally dependent (decreases by a factor of 2 for every 10°C drop in

temperature), the performance of the CCD is usually enhanced in a cooled
environment.

Section D: Device Performance in Terms of MTF
The emphasis of the chapter up this point has been to understand, in an
intuitive sense, the physical structure and operation of real world imaging

devices.

Wherever possible or appropriate, actual phenomena have been

described in terms compatible with the heavily examined, general model from
Chapter IV. It is now time to consolidate the proposed ideas and expressions

**This equation arises from the simple circuit theory relation:

df
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into a complete MTF analysis for imaging systems incorporating CCDs. The

proceeding results, working MTF models, are invaluable tools for a system

designer.

Having the ability to accurately characterize the device’s perfor

mance on paper offers advantages such as: (1) choosing the configuration that
best suits the desired restrictions, (2) adjusting system variables to enhance

performance, or (3) determining reliable post-processing schemes.
Most of the plots from Chapter IV can be reinterpreted in terms of the
two specific CCD arrays outlined in this chapter. The MTF curves specified

with d=A are those for the horizontal MTF of the FTCCD or the vertical MTF

of either configuration.

The curves evaluated for d=A/2 illustrate the

horizontal MTF of the ITCCD for various cases. These respective functions are

repeated in Figure 31 for the basic static implementation. The same general

comments apply here as they did in Chap. IV. Equipped with these sets of
data, the designer can assess the minimum, maximum, and expected

Figure 31. (a) MTFX for FTCCD or MTFy for either, (b) MTFX for ITCCD.
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performance of the devices.

If one happens to be stuck with a "substandard" chip that suffers from
poor charge transfer and/or significant diffusion effects, the above curves can
be adjusted to account for these effects.

This was made possible by the

development of MTF expressions describing the two phenomena outlined in

Section A. As hinted upon when they were first addressed, CTE is a post
sampling (i.e., transfer) event while diffusion occurs simultaneously, during

charge integration. Thus, retracting to the original model in Chap. IV and
inserting the new factors where appropriate yields

(53)

M7F(«;4>) =

n. x-eoo, nc-as
E; 1-1000. ne-.O5

Figure 32. Effect of diffusion and CTE on vertical AMTF.
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where, for brevity, the composite imaging-aperture OTF has been lumped
together in HtA.

So, MTF^ must be carried through the entire phase

averaging analysis, but MTFcte is merely affixed to the result. Following the
procedure from Chap. IV, that is, evaluating Eq. (53) and averaging over 0,

will yield the modified AMTF. Figure 32 compares the original vertical AMTF
with several adjusted curves showing various degrees of CTE and diffusion

degradation taken from Figures 26b and 28.
As in Chapter IV, it should to be reiterated that all of the results are

dependent on the imaging/prefilter optics of the particular system at hand.

The curves throughout this paper were based on the response of Figure 11, a
monotonically decreasing function that bandlimits the input point, but still
allows for some undersampling to illustrate the concept of space-variance.

They are included merely for insight and should be taken not as absolute, but
for their merit. Aside from the CCD specifications, the system designer needs

to know the maimer in which it is illuminated-the imaging OTF-to fully
utilize the proposed model. The model is completely general and amenable to

an (average) MTF analysis for any arbitrary input intensity pattern. Only for
the restricted, hypothetical case of the Nyquist criterion perfectly satisfied is
the conventional approach

MTFtot = MTFimagMTFapt-MTFdiff-MTFcte-MTFrecon—

mathematically sound, since the aliasing/space-variance phenomenon is
eliminated.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

The aim of this thesis effort has been on the development of a reliable
model, amenable to MTF analysis, for optical systems incorporating image
sampling.

Sections A and B in Chapter IV outlined a completely general

approach for obtaining such results. Chapter V then specialized the method

for CCDs, the most versatile image pick-up devices today. MTF characteriza
tion of charge-coupled imagers has been sought almost since their advent.
Previous researchers either ignored the shift-variance phenomenon altogether,

or attempted a phase-averaging technique that hit a theoretical obstacle, as

discussed in Chapter IV. On paper at least, the model evolved in this thesis
is the most complete and sound one to date. Though a simple (closed form)

solution for MTF was not achieved, reliable expressions-subjectable to
mathemathical scrutiny if desired--were derived. Numerical computation is

straightforward, giving the designer the ability to accurately predict the
system’s expected and extreme performances.

A couple of additional comments regarding conventional techniques
found in the literature need to be addressed. For a continuous optical compo

nent it is customary to experimentally determine its MTF by illuminating it
76
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through gratings of cyclic bar patterns (i.e., square waves) of varying frequen
cies, usually specified in line pairs per millimeter (lp/mm).

The resulting

intensity modulation (contrast) from these readings can then be used to
determine the MTF via Coltman’s Fourier series decomposition algorithm [13].

The attractiveness of this approach is the ease of manufacturing accurate bar
patterns, as opposed to sinusoidal gratings. But once again, this technique is
precluded by the assumption of isoplanatism, which makes its use mathemati

cally incorrect for sampled imaging arrays. As stressed throughout this paper,
whenever the input violates the Nyquist limit of the device—obviously the case
for the infinite bandwidth square wave train-aliasing and shift-variance occur.
So, no matter how elaborate the measurement apparatus may be, one
cannot overlook sampling theory when evaluating the system. As an example,

the experimental set-up used in Reference 11 involves the bar pattern method
for determining device MTF as discussed above. When confronted with data
that did not conform with theory, the authors suggested manipulating parame

ters1 in the model to improve the fit. However, it is likely that their measured
responses are tainted with aliasing and the uncertainty of sample-scene

phasing. It would be interesting to examine these results and those obtained
by others in the context of the linear systems model and AMTF of this report.

The recommended and most direct way of measuring device AMTF

fIn particular, recall in Chapter V, Section A, the discussion on modifying the
aperture function.
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would be to follow the methodology used in the derivation of the model. That

is, illuminate the system with a "point source" and take multiple readings of
the pixel outputs as the point is shifted over the range of one pixel pitch in
either direction.

Inverse transform these responses (PSFs) to obtain the

variant MTFs, which can then be averaged to obtain an experimental AMTF.

Finally, make sure to adjust all results for the nonideal point (e.g., laser)
and/or any filtering at the output of the device. Of course, the resulting curve

is a function of the imaging optics. So, for this AMTF to be meaningful, the

point should be defocused in such a manner to simulate the same input PSF
of the actual system in which the CCD is intended to be used.

(Merely

directing the point onto the device without regard for prefiltering will cause
reckless abasing and spurious results.)

The above remarks are included as an addendum to the theoretical
model to acquaint the reader with common MTF measurement techniques and

their limitations.

They point out the ever-present need to apply sampling

theory on a regular basis. A recommended follow-up would be to devise a high
precision measurement system that takes the analysis of this thesis into

account.

Sets of actual AMTF data for various CCDs under different

conditions to compare with the theoretical models would be a nice supplement.
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